Biomedical Sciences Room 3648

LG TV Instructions

To use your HDMI enabled laptop:

1. Turn on the LG TV by pressing the **red Power** button the LG TV remote.
2. Turn on your laptop as normal
3. Connect the HDMI leading from the LG TV to the HDMI port on your laptop (remove the HDMI to VGA adapter that may have been connected by a previous user)
   a. In the event the LG TV does not automatically detect the HDMI signal and display the screen from your laptop:
      i. Ensure the LG TV Input is set to “HDMI2.” To change the input, press the **Input** button on the top right hand corner of the LG TV remote and use the **arrow keys** and **OK** button to select “HDMI2” from the menu.
4. When finished unplug the HDMI cable from your laptop and turn off the LG TV by pressing the **red Power** button the LG TV remote.

---

To use your VGA enabled laptop:

1. Turn on the LG TV by pressing the **red Power** button the LG TV remote.
2. Turn on your laptop as normal
3. Connect the supplied HDMI to VGA adapter to the HDMI cable leading from the LG TV
4. Connect the HDMI to VGA adapter to the VGA port on your laptop
   a. In the event the TV does not automatically detect the VGA signal and display the screen from your laptop:
      i. Ensure the LG TV Input is set to “HDMI2.” To change the input, press the **Input** button on the top right hand corner of the LG TV remote and use the **arrow keys** and **OK** button to select “HDMI2” from the menu.

When finished unplug the HDMI/VGA cable from your laptop and turn off the LG TV by pressing the **red Power** button the LG TV remote.

---

To wirelessly project using an Apple device (ie. MacBook, iPad, iPhone, etc.) through AppleTV and AirPlay:

1. Turn on the LG TV by pressing the **red Power** button the LG TV remote.
2. Turn on your Apple device and ensure it is connected to U of G’s wireless network (cfs.uoguelph.ca)
3. Ensure the LG TV Input is set to “HDMI3.” To change the input, press the **Input** button on the top right hand corner of the LG TV remote and use the **arrow keys** and **OK** button to select “HDMI3” from the menu.
4. Enable AirPlay Mirroring on your Apple device and select “Biomed-3648” to mirror your device to.
5. Enter the 4 digit AirPlay Passcode that appears on the LG TV into your device when prompted.
6. Disable AirPlay Mirroring on your Apple device when finished.

When finished turn off the LG TV by pressing the **red Power** button the LG TV remote.

---

*For technical difficulties, please contact OVC ITS at x54778 (ovcits@uoguelph.ca)*